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Abstract—Although personalized search has been under way for many years and many personalization algorithms have been

investigated, it is still unclear whether personalization is consistently effective on different queries for different users and under different

search contexts. In this paper, we study this problem and provide some findings. We present a large-scale evaluation framework for

personalized search based on query logs and then evaluate five personalized search algorithms (including two click-based ones and

three topical-interest-based ones) using 12-day query logs of Windows Live Search. By analyzing the results, we reveal that

personalized Web search does not work equally well under various situations. It represents a significant improvement over generic

Web search for some queries, while it has little effect and even harms query performance under some situations. We propose click

entropy as a simple measurement on whether a query should be personalized. We further propose several features to automatically

predict when a query will benefit from a specific personalization algorithm. Experimental results show that using a personalization

algorithm for queries selected by our prediction model is better than using it simply for all queries.

Index Terms—Web search, personalization, information filtering, performance evaluation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

ONE criticism of search engines is that when queries are
issued, most return the same results to users. In fact, the

vast majority of queries to search engines are short [1], [2]
and ambiguous [3], [4]. Different users may have completely
different information needs and goals when using precisely
the same query [2], [5], [6], [7]. For example, a biologist may
query “mouse” to get information about rodents, while
programmers may use the same query to find information
about computer peripherals. When such a query is issued,
search engines will return a list of documents that mix
different topics, as shown in Table 1. It takes time for a user
to choose which information he/she wants. On another
query of “free mp3 download,” although most users find
websites to download free mp3s, their selections can
diverge: one may choose the website www.yourmp3.net,
while another may prefer the website www.seekasong.com.

Personalized search is considered a solution to address
these problems, since it can provide different search results
based upon the preferences of users. Various personaliza-
tion strategies, which include [5], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13],
[14], and [15], have been proposed. However, they are far
from optimal. One problem of current personalized search
is that most proposed algorithms are uniformly applied to
all users and queries. We argue that queries should not be
handled in the same general manner:

First, personalization may lack effectiveness on some
queries, and thus, there is no need of it for these queries;

this has also been found by Teevan et al. [7]. For example,
on the query “mouse” mentioned above, using personaliza-
tion based on topical interests of users (for example, the one
proposed by Chirita et al. [16]), we could achieve greater
relevance for individual users than a common Web search.
Beyond all doubt, the personalization is of great benefit to
users in this case. Contrarily, for the query “Google,” which
is a typical navigational query as defined by Broder [17] and
Lee et al. [18], almost all users consistently select a link to
Google’s homepage. Therefore, none of the personalized
strategies could provide obvious benefits to users.

Second, personalization algorithms have strengths and
weaknesses for different queries. For example, topical-
interest-based personalization, which leads to better per-
formance for the query “mouse,” is ineffective for the query
“free mp3 download.” Actually, relevant documents for
query “free mp3 download” are mostly classified into the
same topic categories, and topical-interest-based personali-
zation has no way to filter out desired documents. In such a
case, simply leveraging pages visited by this user in the
history may achieve better performance.

Third, the effectiveness of personalization algorithms
may vary due to various search contexts. For example, it
might prove difficult to learn the interests of users who
have done few searches. Even if search histories are enough
to infer general user interests, users often search for short-
term information needs that may be inconsistent with
general user interests, as Shen et al. [19] found. In such
cases, long-term user profiles are useless or even harmful,
whereas a short-term query context is more useful.

Another problem is that many personalization algorithms
are proposed by considering only positive aspects and are
evaluated upon a small number of manually selected
queries. Little investigation has been done on how persona-
lization strategies perform under real-world search engine
conditions faced by users. In this paper, we address these
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problems and make some contributions. We develop a large-
scale personalized search evaluation framework based on
real-world query logs. In this framework, different perso-
nalized reranking algorithms are simulated, and search
accuracy is evaluated by real user clicks. The framework
enables us to evaluate personalization approaches on a
large-scale data set. We implement two click-based perso-
nalized search methods and three topical-interest-based
methods, evaluate the five approaches in the proposed
framework using 12 days of query logs from the Windows
Live search engine [20], and provide detailed analysis on
experimental results.

We reveal that personalized Web search has different
levels of effectiveness for different queries, users, and search
contexts. We propose click entropy to measure whether
users have diverse information needs by issuing a query.
Experimental results show that personalization brings
significant search accuracy improvements on queries with
a large click entropy and has little effect on queries with a
small click entropy. Personalization algorithms can even
harm search accuracy on some queries. Therefore, we
conclude that queries should not be personalized identically.

Since a specific personalization algorithm cannot im-
prove ranking accuracy for all queries and it even harms
search accuracy under some situations, we propose several
features to automatically predict whether an algorithm
should be used to personalize a given query. We experiment
with predicting when Web search results can be improved
using a personalization method based on a user’s long-term
interests. Experimental results show that using the perso-
nalization algorithm for queries selected by our prediction
model is better than using it simply for all queries.

The remaining sections are organized as follows: In
Section 2, we discuss related work. We present an
evaluation framework of personalization algorithms in
Section 3. In Section 4, we briefly describe and evaluate
several personalization algorithms. In Section 5, we provide
detailed statistics of the data set used in our experiments. In
Section 6, we compare and analyze experimental results. In
Section 7, we propose click entropy and other features to
predict whether a personalization algorithm should be used
for given queries and experiment with predicting when

Web search results can be improved using a personalization
method based on a user’s long-term interests. We then
conclude our work in Section 8.

2 RELATED WORK

There are three categories of work related to this paper:
personalizing Web search algorithms, analysis of persona-
lized Web search, and query performance prediction. We
will introduce them in the following sections separately.

2.1 Personalized Web Search Algorithms

There have been several prior attempts on personalizing
Web search. A comprehensive survey on personalized
search can be found in [21]. In the following sections, we
will summarize previous personalized search strategies,
including personalized search based on content analysis,
personalized search based on the hyperlink structure of the
Web, and personalized search based on user groups.

2.1.1 Personalized Search Based on Content Analysis

One approach of personalized search is to filter or rerank
search results by checking content similarity between
returned web pages and user profiles. User profiles store
approximations of user interests. User profiles are either
specified by users themselves [9], [16] or are automatically
learnt from a user’s historical activities. As the vast majority
of users are reluctant to provide any explicit feedback on
search results and their interests [22], many works on
personalized Web search focus on how to automatically
learn user preferences without the user being required to
directly participate [5], [9], [15], [23]. In terms of how user
profiles are built, there are two groups of works: topical
categories [9], [15], [24] or keyword lists (bags of words) [5],
[10], [13], [23], [25].

Several approaches represent user interests by using
topical categories. In [9], [16], [26], [27], [28], and [29], a user
profile is usually structured as a concept/topic hierarchy.
User-issued queries and user-selected snippets/documents
are categorized into concept hierarchies that are accumu-
lated to generate a user profile. When the user issues a
query, each of the returned snippets/documents is also
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classified. The documents are reranked based upon how
well the document categories match user interest profiles.

Some other personalized search approaches use lists of
keywords to represent user interests. Sugiyama et al. [23]
built user preferences as vectors of distinct terms and
constructed them by aggregating past preferences, including
both long-term and short-term preferences. Shen et al. [5]
first used language modeling to mine contextual informa-
tion from a short-term search history. Tan et al. [10] then
used the method to mine context from a long-term search
history. Teevan et al. [13] and Chirita et al. [25] exploit rich
models of user interests, built from both search-related
information and other information about the user, including
documents and e-mails that the user has read and created. In
the work of Liu et al. [15], [24], keywords are associated with
categories, and thus, user profiles are represented by a
hierarchical category tree based on keyword categories.

In this paper, we implement several topical-interest-based
personalization strategies, similar to those in [9], [16], and
[29], and user profiles are also automatically learned from
users’ past queries and click-throughs in search engine logs.

2.1.2 Personalized Search Based on the Hyperlink

Structure of the Web

Many personalized Web search strategies based on the
hyperlink structure of the Web have also been investigated.
Personalized PageRank (PPR), which is a modification of
the global PageRank algorithm, was first proposed for
personalized Web search by Page et al. [30]. Haveliwala [31]
used multiple PPR scores, one for each main topic of ODP,
to enable “topic-sensitive” Web search. Jeh and Widom [11]
gave an approach that could scale well with the size of hub
vectors to realize personalized search based on Topic-
Sensitive PageRank. Sarlós et al. [32] used lossy representa-
tion of large vectors by either rounding or sketching and
made PPR usable in real-world applications. Tanudjaja and
Mui [33] extended the well-known HITS algorithm by
artificially increasing the authority and hub scores of pages
marked relevant by the user in previous searches. Most
recently, Lee et al. [18] developed a method to automatically
estimate hidden user interests based on Topic-Sensitive
PageRank scores of the user’s past clicked pages. In this
paper, we do not implement these kinds of methods
because we have no necessary Web collection.

2.1.3 Personalized Search Based on User Group

In most of the above personalized search strategies, only the
information provided by a user himself/herself is exploited
to create user profiles. These are also some strategies that
incorporate the preferences of a group of users to accomplish
personalized search. In these approaches, search histories of
users who have similar interests with a test user are used to
refine the search. Collaborative filtering (CF) is a typical
group-based personalization method and has been used in
personalized search by Sugiyama et al. [23] and Sun et al.
[14]. Sugiyama et al. [23] constructed user profiles based on a
modified CF algorithm [34]. Sun et al. [14] proposed a novel
method, named CubeSVD, to apply personalized Web
search by analyzing correlations among users, queries, and
web pages in click-through data. In this paper, we also
introduce a method that incorporates click histories of a

group of users with similar topical affinities to personalize
Web search.

2.2 Analysis of Personalized Web Search

In this paper, we reveal that personalization should not be
used for all queries in the same manner. Some researchers
have also noticed that personalization varies in effective-
ness for different queries. For instance, Teevan et al. [7]
suggested that not all queries would be handled in the same
manner. For less ambiguous queries, current Web search
ranking might be sufficient, and thus, personalization is
unnecessary. Chirita et al. [16], [25], [35] divided test queries
into three types: clear queries, semiambiguous queries, and
ambiguous queries. They concluded that personalization
significantly increased output quality for ambiguous and
semiambiguous queries, but for clear queries, one would
prefer a common Web search. Tan et al. [10] divided queries
into fresh queries and recurring queries. They found that
the recent history tended to be much more useful than the
remote history, especially for fresh queries, whereas the
entire history was helpful for improving the search
accuracy of recurring queries. These conclusions inspired
our work of detailed analysis on these kinds of problems.

Teevan et al.’s recent work [36] is quite relevant to the
work in this paper. They also revealed that personalization
does not work equally well on all queries. They examined
the variability in user intent using both implicit and explicit
measures and further proposed several features to predict
variation in user intent. In Section 7 of this paper, we make
further investigations on this direction. We build predictive
models to directly identify the queries that will benefit from
a specific personalization algorithm.

2.3 Query Performance Prediction

There is much existing work on predicting query perfor-
mance [4], [37], [38], [39], [40]. The characteristics of query
and/or search results have been used to predict the
performance of a generic search on a query. For example,
Zhou and Croft [40] developed measures for both content-
based tasks and Named-Page finding tasks. Different from
previous work, we focus on predicting the query perfor-
mance of personalized Web search. From this point of view,
Teevan et al.’s work [36] is quite relevant because it also
predicts the query performance of personalized Web search.

3 EXPERIMENT METHODOLOGY

A typical evaluation method used in existing personalized
search research is to conduct user studies [5], [6], [7], [10],
[15], [16], [23], [25], [29]. Usually, a certain number of people
participate in evaluating a personalized search system over
several days. User profiles are manually specified by
participants themselves [16] or automatically learned from
search histories. To evaluate the performance of persona-
lized search, each participant is required to issue a certain
number of test queries and determine whether each result is
relevant. An advantage of this approach is that the
relevance of documents can be explicitly judged by the
participants. Unfortunately, there are some drawbacks in
this method. Constraints on the number of participants and
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test queries may bias evaluation results on accuracy and
reliability of the personalization algorithm.

We propose a framework that enables large-scale evalua-
tion of personalized search. In this framework, we use click-
through data that is recorded in search engine logs to simulate
user experiences in Web search. In general, when a user issues
a query, the user usually checks documents in a result list
from top to bottom [41], [42]. The user clicks one or more
documents that look relevant and skips those documents that
the user is not interested in. If a specific personalization
method can rerank relevant documents for a user higher in
results list, the user would be more satisfied. Therefore, we
utilize user clicks as relevance judgments to evaluate search
accuracy. Since click-through data can be collected at low
cost, it is possible to do large-scale evaluation under this
framework. Furthermore, click-through data reflects the real-
world distribution of queries, users, and search scenarios.
Thus, using click-through data is closer to real cases in
evaluating personalized search than user surveys.

One main concern about this evaluation framework is the
position bias (i.e., presentation bias) [41], [43] in click-
through data. User clicks are highly biased toward docu-
ments that are ranked at the top of the rank list. Since we just
use clicks made on the original rank list to evaluate the
quality of the personalized rank list, this may include bias:
1) some relevant documents might be ranked lower in the
original result list due to problems of the original ranking
algorithm, and 2) the original ranking algorithm orders the
results across all content topics based on their overall
relevance. Documents that are very relevant in a specific
topic may be ranked lower in the original result list. In these
two cases, documents that are relevant to a user may be
ranked lowly in the original rank list and receive no clicks.
Evaluation based on user clicks in such cases is inaccurate.
We will adapt our framework to enable online evaluation to
avoid the problem of presentation bias in future work.

Another concern is the snippet-content mismatch pro-
blem: a user’s click decision is usually not motivated by the
document content itself but the result snippet. User clicks
may fail to reflect the real relevance of a document when the
snippet does not fully reflect the document content. A
document that is highly relevant but displays a bad snippet
may receive few clicks, and a document that is not relevant
but shows an appealing snippet may receive many clicks. A
possible solution is to take into account user’s browsing
behavior when viewing a page, such as dwelling time, page
scrolling, mouse click, and mouse movement. We will
investigate this in future work.

Despite the above bias and noise, click-through data
contains much useful information about relevance and user
preferences. Our framework is still useful to evaluate the
approximate top precision of personalized Web search
strategies, especially when experimenting with a large
number of queries. Currently, it is the best method we
can use to enable large-scale evaluation of personalized
Web search.

In the evaluation framework, we use query logs of
Windows Live Search to simulate and evaluate persona-
lized reranking strategies. We organize a log entry for a
query as the format shown in Fig. 1. In Windows Live
Search query logs, each user is identified by “Cookie GUID”

that remains the same in a machine as long as a cookie is not
cleaned. For each query, the Windows Live search engine
logs the query string and all click-through information,
including clicked web pages and their corresponding ranks.
A “Browser GUID” is assigned when a browser is opened
and expired when the browser is closed. “Browser GUID” is
used as a simple identifier of a session that contains a series
of related queries made by a user within a small range of
time. A session is usually meaningful in capturing a user’s
attempts to fulfill certain information needs [1], [2].

3.1 Reranking Evaluation Framework

In the proposed framework, we first download search
results from the Windows Live search engine. Then, we use
a selected personalization algorithm to rerank search
results. Finally, clicked URLs for queries in a test set are
used as ground truth in evaluating reranking performance.
To be specific, given a personalization algorithm and a log
entry in the test set, we propose to use the following steps to
simulate personalized reranking and to conduct evaluation:

First, download the top 50 search results from the
Windows Live search engine for the query string. We
denote downloaded result items with U and denote the
ranking list with �Original. We download only the top
50 search results because we find most users never look
beyond the top 50 entries in search logs.

Second, compute a personalized score for each itemxi 2 U
using a given personalization algorithm and then generate a
new rank list �Personalized with respect to U . Result items in
�Personalized are sorted by personalized scores in descending
order.

Third, combine the two rank lists �Original and �Personalized
by the well-known Borda’s ranking aggregation method [44],
[45] to generate a final rank list �Rerank. �Rerank will be returned
to users in personalized search. We incorporate original
document ranks into the final ranking to enhance the stability
of personalization algorithms for the following reasons. First,
some personalization algorithms may generate identical
personalized scores for many results. For example, for click-
based personalization algorithms that will be introduced in
Section 4, all documents that are not clicked in the past will
get the same personalized score 0. Original ranking will help
decide ranks of these documents. Second, some personaliza-
tion algorithms may ignore the original content quality of the
results. For example, the topical-interest-based methods that
will be introduced in Section 4 only consider the topic
importance of the results. Original ranking will help make
sure reasonable content quality of the final result list. Please
note that we do not use a score-based aggregation method
but a rank-based one because we have no way to obtain
relevance scores from the Windows Live search engine.

Fourth, get the ranks of clicked URLs in a log entry and
use the measurements introduced in Section 3.2 to evaluate
the performance of �Rerank.
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3.2 Evaluation Measurements

We use the rank scoring metric used by Sun et al. [14] and
Breese et al. [34] to evaluate the accuracy of personalized
search. The rank scoring metric is used to evaluate the
effectiveness of CF systems that return an ordered list of
recommended items [34]. Sun et al. [14] use it to evaluate
the retrieval performance of personalized Web search.

The expected utility of a ranked list of documents is
defined as

Rs ¼
X
j

�ðs; jÞ
2ðj�1Þ=ð��1Þ ;

where j is the rank of a document, �ðs; jÞ is 1 if the
jth document is clicked for the test query s and 0 if not
clicked. � is a parameter set as five as the authors suggest.
The final rank scoring reflects the utility of all test queries:

R ¼ 100

P
s RsP

s R
Max
s

: ð1Þ

Here, RMax
s is the maximum utility when all clicked

documents move to the top of a ranked list. A larger rank
scoring value means better retrieval performance.

4 PERSONALIZATION ALGORITHMS

We implement several personalization algorithms that we
introduced in Section 2 and propose straightforward
algorithms of using historical clicks in personalization. In
general, these algorithms are used to rerank search results
by computing a personalized score Sðq; p; uÞ for each
document p in the results returned to user u for query q.
We organize these strategies as person-level and group-
level ones in this section.

4.1 Person-Level Reranking

4.1.1 Historical Click-Based Algorithm

We suppose that for a query q submitted by a user u, the
web pages frequently clicked by u in the past are more
relevant to u than those seldom clicked by u. Thus, a
personalized score on page p can be computed by

SP�Clickðq; p; uÞ ¼ Clicksðq; p; uÞj j
Clicksðq; �; uÞj j þ � : ð2Þ

Here, jClicksðq; p; uÞj is the number of clicks on web page p
by user u for query q in the past. jClicksðq; �; uÞj is the total
number of clicks for query q by u, and � is a smoothing
factor (� ¼ 0:5 in this paper). Actually, jClicksðq; �; uÞj and �
are used to normalize jClicksðq; p; uÞj.

A disadvantage of this approach is that it is not
applicable for new queries that the user has never asked.
We find that in our data set, about 1/3 of the test queries are
issued for more than one time by the same user. This
approach would only benefit these queries. Another dis-
advantage of P-Click is that it may impede the discovery of
newly available results because old clicked documents will
be ranked to the top of result list. A feasible solution to this
problem is providing personalized results in a separated list
(for example, provide a short list in the right side bar of the
results page) and preserve the original ranking. Another

solution is to randomly push newly available results toward
the top of the list every once in a while or to combine them
with previously clicked documents.

We denote this approach with P-Click.

4.1.2 User-Topical-Interest-Based Algorithms

As described in Section 2, much previous work employs user
interest to personalize search results [9], [15], [16]. In this
paper, we also implemented a personalization method based
on long-term user topical interests (we denote this method
with L-Topic). The user’s interests cclðuÞ are represented as a
vector of 67 predefined topic categories modified from the
second-level categories provided by KDD Cup-2005 [46].
When a user submits a query, each returned web page is first
mapped to a category vector. Then, the similarity between
the user profile vector and the page category vector is
computed:

sim cclðuÞ; ccðpÞð Þ ¼ cclðuÞ � ccðpÞ
cclðuÞk k ccðpÞk k :

Here, ccðpÞ is the category vector of web page p. ccðpÞ is
generated by a similar text classifier used by Shen et al. [47].
Given a web page p, the classifier returns the top six
categories that p most likely belongs to with corresponding
confidences. Each element cðpÞi of ccðpÞ is the confidence
returned by the classifier. If category i is not among the six
returned categories, we set cðpÞi ¼ 0.

User profile cclðuÞ is computed based upon his/her past
clicked web pages by the following equation:

cclðuÞ ¼
X
p2PðuÞ

P ðpjuÞwðpÞccðpÞ:

Here, PðuÞ is the collection of web pages that were visited
by user u in the past. P ðpjuÞ can be thought of as the
probability that user u clicks web page p, i.e.,

P ðpjuÞ ¼ Clicksð�; p; uÞj j
Clicksð�; �; uÞj j :

Here, jClicksð�; �; uÞj is the total number of times that u
clicked, and jClicksð�; p; uÞj is the number of times that u
clicked on web page p. wðpÞ is an impact weight for page p
when we generate user profiles. We assume that the web
pages that have been clicked by many users are less
important in building distinguishable user profiles. Thus,

wðpÞ ¼ log
jUj
UðpÞj j :

jUj is the number of total users; jUðpÞj is the number of users
who have ever visited web page p.

The similarity between user interests and a web page is
used to rerank search results. To reduce the instability of
personalization, only the web pages that are similar enough
with user interests are reranked. We use a threshold t to
control whether a web page should be reranked. The
personalization score of document p is defined as

SL�Topicðq; p; uÞ

¼
sim cclðuÞ; ccðpÞð Þ if sim cclðuÞ; ccðpÞð Þ � t
0 if sim cclðuÞ; ccðpÞð Þ < t

�
t 2 ½0; 1�: ð3Þ
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Contrasted to a long-term user profile, [5] investigated a
short-term user profile and found that it is more useful for
improving search in an ongoing session. We use clicks on
previous queries in an ongoing session to build a short-term
user profile and then exploit short-term interests to
personalize search. Such an approach is denoted with
S-Topic. A short-term user profile ccsðuÞ is computed as

ccsðuÞ ¼
1

PsðqÞj j
X

p2PsðqÞ
ccðpÞ:

PsðqÞ is the collection of visited pages on previous queries
in this session. The similarity between short-term user
interests and a web page is defined as

sim ccsðuÞ; ccðpÞð Þ ¼ ccsðuÞ � ccðpÞ
ccsðuÞk k ccðpÞk k :

Similar to (4), a personalized score of page p by using a
short-term profile is computed as

SS�Topicðq; p; uÞ

¼
sim ccsðuÞ; ccðpÞð Þ if sim ccsðuÞ; ccðpÞð Þ � t
0 if sim ccsðuÞ; ccðpÞð Þ < t

�
t 2 ½0; 1�:

ð4Þ

We can also fuse the long-term personalized score and
the short-term personalized score by a simple linear
combination:

sim cclsðuÞ; ccðpÞð Þ¼�sim ccsðuÞ; ccðpÞð Þ þ ð1� �Þsim cclðuÞ; ccðpÞð Þ:

Thus,

SLS�Topicðq; p; uÞ

¼
sim cclsðuÞ; ccðpÞð Þ if sim cclsðuÞ; ccðpÞð Þ � t
0 if sim cclsðuÞ; ccðpÞð Þ < t

�
t 2 ½0; 1�:

ð5Þ

We denote this hybrid approach with LS-Topic. Meth-
ods L-Topic, S-Topic, and LS-Topic are generally called

topical-interest-based methods for short in this paper.

4.2 Group-Level Reranking

We implement a K-Nearest Neighbor CF algorithm as a
representative of group-based personalization. Due to
sparse data, we find that applying traditional CF methods
on Web search is inadequate. Instead, we compute user
similarity based on long-term user profiles:

simðu1; u2Þ ¼
cclðu1Þ � cclðu2Þ
cclðu1Þk k cclðu2Þk k :

The K-Nearest neighbors are obtained based on the user
similarity:

SuðuaÞ ¼ usjrank simðua; usÞð Þ � Kf g:

Then, we use the historical clicks made by all similar users
in a group to rerank the search results:

SG�Clickðq; p; uÞ ¼

P
us2SuðuÞ

simðus; uÞ Clicksðq; p; usÞj j

� þ
P

us2SuðuÞ
Clicksðq; �; usÞj j : ð6Þ

We denote this group-level approach with G-Click.

4.3 Complexity and Performance of Algorithms

In this section, we briefly discuss the complexity and
performance of deploying the above algorithms onto real
search engines. Personalized Web search can be implemen-
ted on either the server side (in the search engine) or the
client side (in the user’s computer or a personalization
agent) [21]. For client-side personalization, user information
is collected and stored on the client side. The overhead in
computation and storage for personalization can be
distributed among the clients. Because the size of the
browsing history of one user is usually small, the cost of
storage and computation for generating user profiles on
each client is low. For the server-side implementation, we
may need to process some data in advance. More
specifically, we may need the following data processes to
make sure of the high efficiency of proposed algorithms:

1. The category vector of a page is calculated offline
after the page is crawled from the Web and is stored
as additional metadata of the page.

2. The collection of raw click-through data is real time
in search engine log systems. Grouped click-through
data, e.g., jClicksðq; p; uÞj and jClicksðq; �; uÞj, can be
periodically updated based on newly available raw
click-through data. The length of the update period
will affect the accuracy of user profiles.

3. Topical-interest-based user profilecclðuÞ is periodically
updated together with grouped click-through data.

4. User similarity simðu1; u2Þ is updated after cclðuÞ is
updated.

5. Click-through data on current user sessions are
temporarily cached.

Short-term profile ccsðuÞ is generated online based on cached
session data. Based on the above processes, the proposed
algorithms can work efficiently. The storage and computa-
tion for these offline and online processes may need the
help of distributed and parallel systems [48], [49].

5 DATA SET

We collect a set of Windows Live query logs for 12 days in
August 2006 in our experiments. As the entire log set is too
huge, we randomly sample 10,000 distinct users (identified
by “Cookie GUID”) in the US who issued at least one query
on 19 August 2006. Then, we extract all click-through data
of these users through the 12 days. Please note that queries
without any clicks are excluded from the data set. The
entire data set is split into two subsets: one for training and
one for testing. The training set contains logs of the first
11 days, while logs of the last day are used as the test set.
Table 2 summarizes the statistics.

By randomly sampling users, we expect that this data set
is a representative set of the whole logs. We analyze the
data set and find that it has the characteristics that are
similar to those in [1], [50], [51], [52], and [53]. Due to space
limitations, we skip detailed statistics in this paper.

6 PERFORMANCE OF PROPOSED ALGORITHMS

In this section, we will describe detailed evaluation
experiments and results of the five personalized search
strategies introduced in Section 4. As Windows Live has
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updated ranking results when we download search results,
we fail to find clicked URLs in the search results for
676 queries out of a total 4,639 test queries. We exclude
these queries in our experiments. Furthermore, we observe
that users select only the top results without any jump for
57 percent (2,256/3,963) of the remaining queries. In other
words, the original search method WEB has performed the
best in our proposed framework. Thus, personalization
cannot provide any improvements. We call these queries
optimal queries and the other 1,707 queries nonoptimal queries.

In our comparison experiments, we take the performance
of original Web search method without any personalization
as a baseline. We denoted it with “WEB.”

6.1 Overall Performance of Strategies

Table 3 summarizes the overall performance of all five
personalization strategies. Please note that we set K ¼ 50
for method G-Click, t ¼ 0:8 for L-Topic and S-Topic, and
� ¼ 0:5 and t ¼ 0:8 for LS-Topic. This table shows that
methods G-Click and P-Click outperform the baseline
method WEB on the whole. For instance, for the nonoptimal
queries, method P-Click significantly improves ðp < 0:01Þ
rank scoring by 3.69 percent over method WEB. Also,
method G-Click significantly improves ðp < 0:01Þ method
WEB in terms of rank scoring by 3.62 percent. Even on all test
queries that include both optimal and nonoptimal queries,
P-Click and G-Click methods also have significant rank
scoring improvements (1.39 percent and 1.37 percent) over
WEB. Therefore, we can safely conclude that click-based
personalization methods can generally improve Web search
performance.

Methods P-Click and G-Click have no significant differ-
ence with regard to performance. In our experiments, we
sample 10,000 users and select the 50 most similar users for
each test user in the G-Click approach (we also try methods
to select 20 and 100 users, but they show little significant
difference). By reason of high sparsity of user queries,
selected similar users may have few search histories on the
queries submitted by a test user. This causes group-level

personalization not to perform significantly better than
person-level personalization. If more day logs and more
users are available, method G-Click perhaps performs better
than P-Click.

Table 3 also shows that topical-interest-based strategies
perform less well than click-based strategies and the base-
line. Topical-interest-based strategies harm search perfor-
mance for many queries, especially those of optimal queries.
Actually, method L-Topic lowers the search performance of
optimal queries by 1.00 percent, and S-Profile lowers it by
2.25 percent. These results indicate that topical-interest-
based strategies are less stable than click-based ones. Figs. 2
and 3 further plot the performance of methods L-Topic and
S-Topic with similarity threshold t changing. The baseline of
method WEB is also plotted in these figures. We find that
methods L-Topic and S-Topic perform less well for almost
all settings of t. The worst performance occurs when t ¼ 0.
The big drop indicates that many documents are wrongly
reranked using these methods. When similarity threshold t
becomes larger, which means that fewer documents are
reranked, the performance increases but is still a worse
method than WEB. We show the performance of method LS-
Topic with different settings of t and � in Fig. 4. The results
show that method LS-Topic also lowers the performance of
method WEB.

We compute rank scoring improvement for each test
query and then plot the distributions for each personaliza-
tion algorithm in Fig. 5. It is found that methods L-Topic,
S-Topic, and LS-Topic ð� ¼ 0:5; t ¼ 0:8Þ improve search
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Basic Statistics of the Data Set

TABLE 3
Overall Performance of Personalization Strategies

For G-Click, K ¼ 50. For LS-Topic, � ¼ 0:5 and t ¼ 0:8.

Fig. 2. Performance of algorithm L-Topic.

Fig. 3. Performance of algorithm S-Topic.
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performance for many queries, but they harm the perfor-
mance on many more queries. That results in worse
performance on the average. In contrast, click-based
methods P-Click and G-Click are more stable. Only a small
number of queries get worse, whereas a majority of queries
are improved. This indicates that the straightforward
implementation of topical-interest-based strategies we em-
ploy in this paper does not work well. Here, we try to give
some possible reasons. First, as indicated by Shen et al. [5],
though a user may have general long-term interests or
preferences for information, often, the user is searching for
documents to satisfy a short-term information need that may
be inconsistent with his/her general interests. For example,
a user is looking for information about a medicine for
headaches just because the user feels sick that day, rather
than because the user is a physician. In such cases, the user’s
long-term topical interests are unlikely to be helpful and
could be harmful. Second, the user search history inevitably
contains a lot of noisy information that is irrelevant or even
harmful to the current search, as indicated by [10]. In our
experiments, we simply use all historical user searches to
learn user profiles without distinguishing relevant informa-
tion from irrelevant data. It may cause the topical-interest-
based personalization strategies to be unstable. Third, we
use only 12-day search logs in our experiments. In our data
set, most users have less than 20 queries in search histories.
User profiles built upon such short search histories may be
inconsistent with their real long-term interests. It may also
cause the algorithms to generate bad results for some
queries. Finally, we also do no complex normalization or
smoothing in generating user profiles. As these strategies
are not the optimal versions, we will complete additional
investigations to try to improve performance in future work.

6.2 Performance on Repeated Queries

In our data set, we observe that about 46 percent of test queries
are once repeated, and 33 percent of queries are repeated by
the same user. It shows that users often resubmit a query
and review the results they have searched. Teevan et al. [54]
have observed a similar refinding behavior. They found that
such behavior is common, and thus, repeated clicks can be
predicted based upon a user’s historical queries and clicks. As
methods P-Click and G-Click are based on historical clicks,
the high repetition ratio in real query logs explains why they
work well.

Table 4 shows detailed performance for the repeated
queries and other queries. Table 5 shows detailed results for
the self-repeated queries and other queries. We find that
P-Click and G-Click have significant improvements over the
WEB method for self-repeated queries. It is reasonable
because a user usually has highly consistent selections with
the past when resubmitting a query. Therefore, it is
promising if we use user query and click histories to improve
future search. Another potentially useful idea is to provide
users with convenient ways for reviewing search histories.

7 PREDICTING QUERY PERFORMANCE FOR

PERSONALIZED WEB SEARCH

We compare the performance of each two algorithms and
show the results in Table 6. The number in a cell indicates on
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Fig. 4. Performance of algorithm LS-Topic.

Fig. 5. Distributions of rank scoring increment over the WEB method. The number of test queries with the same rank scoring increment range is

plotted in y-axis with log scale. (a) P-Click. (b) L-Topic. (c) S-Topic. (d) LS-Topic ð� ¼ 0:5; t ¼ 0:8Þ. (e) G-Click ðK ¼ 50Þ.

TABLE 4
Performance on Repeated Queries

TABLE 5
Performance on Self-Repeated Queries
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how many queries the method given in the row outperforms
the method given in the column. For example, the number in
the “WEB” row and the “P-C.” column indicates that the
WEB method outperforms the P-Click method for 30 queries.
Please note that the queries on which the two methods
achieve the same performance are excluded. Based on this
table, we find the following results: 1) The “WEB” row
shows that personalization methods do harm search
performance for some queries when they improve perfor-
mance for some other queries. For example, method S-Topic
improves search performance for 224 queries, which is even
more than those of click-based methods, but it lowers
performance for 417 queries. That is why the overall
performance of S-Topic is worse than the baseline. If a
query set only contains personalization-favored queries,
evaluation results will be biased and not trustable to
conclude anything on effectiveness. 2) No methods can
outperform others for all queries. Different methods have
different strengths and weaknesses. Although click-based
methods outperform topic-interest-based ones on the aver-
age, topic interest-based methods perform best for some
queries. If we could combine strengths of these personaliza-
tion methods intelligently, a better ranking may be achieved
in a real-world personalized search engine.

Table 6 shows that personalized search does not perform
consistently well under all situations, and it may harm
search performance sometimes. It is preferable that we use
one personalization algorithm only when it is effective and
reduce its harm to search. In this section, we will propose
click entropy to measure the variation in user information
needs and further build models to predict when a query will
benefit from a specific personalization algorithm.

7.1 Click Entropy

As found in [7], personalization may be ineffective for queries
thatareshownless variationamongindividuals. In thispaper,
we define click entropy to measure the variation in user
information needs for a query q as follows:

ClickEntroyðqÞ ¼
X
p2PðqÞ

�P ðpjqÞ log2 P ðpjqÞ: ð7Þ

Here, ClickEntroyðqÞ is the click entropy of query q. PðqÞ
is the collection of web pages clicked on query q. P ðpjqÞ is
the percentage of clicks on web page p among all clicks
on q, i.e.,

P ðpjqÞ ¼ Clicksðq; p; �Þj j
Clicksðq; �; �Þj j :

Click entropy is a direct indication of query click variation.
If all users click only one identical page on query q, we have
ClickEntroyðqÞ ¼ 0. A smaller click entropy means that the

majority of users agree with each other on a small number of
web pages. In such cases, there is no need to do any
personalization. A large click entropy indicates that many
web pages were clicked for the query. This may mean the
following: 1) A user has to select several pages to satisfy his
information need, which means that the query is most likely
an informational query [17], [18]. In this case, personalization
can help to filter the pages that are more relevant to users by
making use of historical selections. 2) Different users have
different selections on this query, which means that the query
is an ambiguous query. In this case, personalization can be
used to provide different web pages to different users.

We show the average search performance improvement
of different personalization strategies on test queries with
different click entropies in Fig. 6. Only the queries that were
asked by at least three users are considered.

Fig. 6 shows that the improvement of personalized search
performance increases with click entropy being larger,
especially when click entropy� 1.5. For click-based methods
P-Click and G-Click, the improvement is limited for the
queries with click entropy being between 0 and 0.5. In the
case of a low click entropy, even the best performer, method
G-Click, has only 0.37 percent improvement, which is not
statistically significant. It indicates that users have general
consistent clicks for the queries with a low click entropy, and
thus, no personalization is necessary for the current search
results. On the contrary, for the queries where click entropy
� 2.5, the result is obviously different. Both P-Click and
G-Click methods make a dramatic improvement. In terms of
rank scoring, method G-Click significantly ðp < 0:01Þ im-
proves method WEB by 23.37 percent and the P-Click method
by 23.68 percent. Topical-interest-based methods L-Topic,
S-Topic, and LS-Topic worsen search performance when
click entropy < 1.5, whereas L-Topic and LS-Topic achieve
better performance for queries with click entropy � 1.5. It
indicates that queries with a higher click entropy benefit
more from personalization.

7.2 Features Used to Predict Query Performance

In Section 7.1, we showed that the proposed click entropy can
be used as a simple measurement on whether a query should
be personalized. In this section, we will introduce more
features that will be used to predict query performance for
personalized Web search. Most features are generated based
on click-through data, and they require the query to have
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TABLE 6
Performance Comparisons of Each Two Strategies

Fig. 6. Search accuracy improvements over the WEB method on the

queries with variant click entropies. Only the queries asked by at least

three users are included.
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been issued before (please note that we omit the query symbol in
the remaining parts of this section). In our previous work [55],
we have proposed several features based on search results to
predict query ambiguity. Those features would also be
helpful to predict query performance (especially for pre-
viously unseen queries). The use of search-result-based
features and the combination of all types of features are
interesting problems themselves. Due to space limitations,
we only focus on click-through-based features in this paper
and will give deep analysis in future work.

7.2.1 Click Diversity

The goal of personalized Web search is to return different
results to different users according to their preferences. A
direct way to identify whether users have different
preferences on a query is to check the click diversity of
users. Click entropy, used in Section 7.1, is one of such
measures of click diversity. In this section, we further extract
several click-diversity-based features.

For a given query, suppose there are K users who ever
issued this query, and there are M documents that are
clicked for this query. We calculate click frequencies for
each user on each document and represent them in a K �M
user-document matrix X. Each element xk;m ¼ c indicates
that user k clicked document m by c times. If the user has
not clicked the document, then xk;m ¼ 0. Based on this
matrix, we extract the following features:

1. ClickEntropy. We calculate a probability vector p
based on matrix P to represent the aggregated click
probability distribution over documents:

p ¼ ½p1; . . . ; pM �; pm ¼
PK

i¼0 xi;mPK
i¼0

PM
j¼0 xi;j

; m ¼ 1; . . . ;M;

where pm is the probability that users clicked

document m on the query. Obviously,
PM

m¼0 pm¼1.

We then calculate ClickEntropy based on p using (7).
2. ClkProbMean. We sort the documents by their click

probability and then measure how skewed the
reordered distribution is. Several standard statistical
measurements can be used for this purpose, includ-
ing the mean, median, skewness, etc. In this paper,
we use the mean of the distribution and name this
feature as ClkProbMean.

3. UserEntropy. We normalize matrix X and get a new
matrix Pu, in which each element puk;m is computed by

puk;m ¼
xk;mPM
i¼0 xk;i

:

Element puk;m ¼ r indicates that user k clicked

document m with probability r. Pu can be decom-

posed into row vectors:

Pu ¼ ½u1; . . . ;uK�T ; uk ¼ ½pk;1; . . . ; pk;M �T ; k ¼ 1; . . . ; K;

where T denotes transpose. Each row vector uT
k is a

probability vector that corresponds to the user click

distribution made by user kon the query. We calculate

the average user click entropy, UserEntropy, based on

these vectors:

UserEntropy ¼ 1

K

XK
k¼1

ClickEntropyðukÞ

¼ 1

K

XK
i¼1

XM
m¼0

�pi;m log2 pi;m:

4. UserDMean. We calculate the distance between two
user click vectors based on the Jensen-Shannon
divergence:

Dist uT
i ;u

T
j

� �
¼ JSD uT

i kuT
j

� �
:

We denote the set of these distances with ID:

ID ¼ Dist uT
i ;u

T
j

� �
ji 2 ½1; K�; j 2 ½1; K�; i > j

n o
:

We use mean of distances in ID to measure the
diversity of user clicks. We denote this feature with
UserDMean.

7.2.2 Concept Diversity

Another way to identify the diversity of user preferences
over a query is to measure the concept/topic diversity of
clicked documents. Each document can be classified into one
or more concept/topic categories. We suppose that there are
N concept categories in the corpus. We use a document-
concept matrix SM�N to represent categories of documents.
Each element sm;n ¼ f indicates that document m would be
categorized into concept n with confidence f ðf 2 ½0; 1�Þ.

Matrix S can be decomposed into row vectors:

S ¼ ½d1; . . . ;dM�T ; dm ¼ ½sm;1; . . . ; sm;N �T ; m ¼ 1; . . . ;M:

Each row vector dT
m indicates the classification confidences

for document m, and

dT
m

�� �� ¼XN
i¼0

sm;i ¼ 1:

We use the same concept categories and text classifier as
that in Section 4.1.2. We compute the confidence sm;i that
document m belongs to ith category as the following
equation to make sure that

PN
i¼0 sm;i ¼ 1:

sm;i ¼ som;i þ
1

N
1�

XN
j¼0

som;j

 !
;

where som;i is the original confidence returned by the
classifier. If category i is not in the returned categories,
then som;i ¼ 0.

We aggregate these concept distribution vectors and
calculate entropy based on the normalized concept distribu-
tion vector. We name this feature as CatDEntropy. We also
calculate distances between document-concept vectors and
use the mean of these distances to measure the concept
diversity of queries. We denote this feature with CatDMean.

We can also incorporate document click probability
vector p into matrix S and generate a new matrix Sw:

Sw¼ dw
1 ; . . . ;dw

M

� �T¼½p1 	 d1; . . . ; pm 	 dM�T ; m ¼1; . . . ;M:

Then, a feature, WeightedCatDMean, is extracted from Sw

using a similar method to CatDMean.
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7.2.3 User Concept Diversity

We compute the product of matrices PK�M and SM�N and
get a user-concept user profile matrix GK�N for this query:

gk;n ¼
XM
i¼0

pk;i 	 si;n:

gk;n is the probability that user k selected a document that
belongs to subject n.

Matrix G can be decomposed into row vectors:

G ¼ ½a1; . . . ; aK�T ; ak ¼ ½gk;1; . . . ; gk;N �T ; k ¼ 1; . . . ; K:

Each row vector aT
k corresponds to user concept preferences

for the query. Then, a similar feature, UserCatDMean, is
extracted from the set of vectors aT

k .

7.2.4 Other Features

We also extract some simple features:

1. ExRatio. By observing click-through data, we find
that an ambiguous query is usually reformulated by
users. A common reformulation is adding terms to
the original query. So, we extract feature ExRatio
based on this information. Suppose NumOfSessions
is the number of sessions that the query appears and
NumOfSessionsEx is the number of sessions that the
query appears and at least one extended query also
appears. An extended query qx of query q either
starts or ends with q. ExRatio is calculated by
ExRatio ¼ NumOfSessionsEx=NumOfSessions.

2. IsFirstQueryInSession. Obviously, if a query is the
first query of a session, S-Topic cannot work for it.
This feature will be useful for identifying whether to
use S-Topic.

3. HasQueryHistory. This feature indicates whether
the query has been issued in the past. It is useful for
P-Click and G-Click methods.

4. AvgClkTimes. This feature is the average historical
click times per query for the query string. If users
usually click multiple results for a query, this query
is more likely to be an ambiguous or informational
query.

7.2.5 Discussion about Features

Most proposed features are extracted from click-through
data. Similar to the data processes introduced in Section 4.3,
we need to prepare grouped click-through data and concept
vectors of pages in advance. Features can be calculated either
online or offline. For popular queries that are issued by a
large numbers of users, we prefer to generate feature offline
because these queries may be frequently issued by users.
Furthermore, feature UserDMean and UserCatDMean may
bring high computation cost when the number of users is
very large.

7.3 Personalization-Faced Query Classification

In this section, we use the proposed features to learn query
classification models to predict whether a query should be
personalized using a specific personalization algorithm.
Table 3 shows that topical-interest-based strategies perform
worse than baseline ranking. Table 6 shows that they
improve ranking accuracy for many queries, but they also

harm performance on more queries. If we can successfully
predict when these algorithms would improve ranking and
when they would harm ranking, we can use them only when
they are helpful and hence reduce its harm to performance.
Due to space limitations, we only discuss the typical topical-
interest-based method L-Topic and leave other two strate-
gies to future work. We do not explore query classification
for click-based methods that perform better than topical-
interest-based ones in this paper. Table 6 shows that only a
small number of queries are harmed by these methods, and
therefore, only a small improvement will be achieved if we
apply query classification for them.

In Section 6, we got rank scoring values of the L-Profile
algorithm for each test query. We label the types of test
queries based on these values. The queries on which L-Topic
outperforms the nonpersonalization method (WEB) are
assigned a label L-Topic, and those on which L-Topic harms
search accuracy are labeled as WEB. Please note that we
simply remove the queries on which methods L-Profile and
WEB perform equally well. Finally, 364 queries are labeled as
WEB, and 140 queries are labeled as L-Topic. We use all 504
queries as our data set in this section.

We use a support vector machine (SVM) classifier [56]
with RBF kernel to accomplish the classification task and
use eightfold cross validation to tune parameters. We
purposively select parameters to produce high precision
for the L-Topic class because we want to reduce the harm of
L-Topic. High precision for the L-Topic class guarantees that
most queries predicted as L-Topic can be successfully
personalized by L-Topic. The classification results are
shown in Table 7. This table shows that we can successfully
predict query types for about 78 percent of test queries.
Class L-Topic has very high precision but low recall. We will
investigate more effective features and increase the recall of
class L-Topic in future work. According to the predicted
results given in each test fold, we use the following rule to
decide whether to use L-Topic on each test query. If the type
of a query has been predicted as L-Topic, we use the L-Topic
algorithm to personalize it. If its type has been predicted as
WEB, we use the original ranking for it. We denote this
hybrid strategy as SelPer. Please note that for test queries on
which method L-Profile performs equally to WEB, we can
select any method (L-Topic or WEB) because L-Topic
neither harms nor improves performance for these queries.
Experimental results show that the SelPer algorithm yields a
ranking score of 70.49. It outperforms WEB and L-Topic by
1.47 percent and 2 percent, respectively (both improvements
are significant with p < 0:01). That means that using the
L-Topic algorithm only for selected queries is better than
using it simply for all queries, and our prediction model is
therefore helpful to personalized Web search.
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8 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we developed an evaluation framework based
on real query logs to enable large-scale evaluation of
personalized search. We used 12 days of Windows Live
query logs to evaluate five personalized search algorithms.
In the experiments, click-based personalization algorithms
worked well. Although the algorithms work only for
repeated queries, they are simple and stable. We suggest
that search engines take advantage of user histories in
search if privacy issues do not prohibit it. The topical-
interest-based personalized search algorithms implemented
were not as stable as the click-based ones under our
framework (because of the presentation bias, this conclusion
is less strong). They could improve search accuracy for some
queries, but they harmed performance for more queries. As
these methods were not optimal, we will continue our
evaluation work on improved versions in the future.

In most previous work on personalized Web search, all
queries were usually personalized in the same manner.
Another important conclusion we revealed in this paper is
that personalization does not work equally well under
various situations. We defined the click entropy to measure
variation in information needs of users under a query.
Experimental results showed that personalized Web search
yields significant improvements over generic Web search for
queries with a high click entropy. For the queries with a low
click entropy, personalization methods performed similarly
or even worse than generic search. As personalized search
had different effectiveness for different kinds of queries, we
argued that queries should not be handled in the same
manner with regard to personalization. Our proposed click
entropy can be used as a simple measurement on whether a
query should be personalized.

We further proposed several features to automatically
predict whether a query can benefit from a specific
personalization algorithm. Due to space limitations, we
only experimented with the L-Topic algorithm. Experi-
mental results showed that using the L-Topic algorithm for
queries selected by our prediction model would achieve
better overall performance than using it simply for all
queries. We will try to build prediction models for other
algorithms in future work.

We found that no personalization algorithms can out-
perform others for all queries. Different methods have
different strengths and weaknesses. A promising direction
we will explore in the future is to automatically predict
which algorithm should be used for given a query and/or to
combine the strengths of different personalization methods.
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